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Specification

1 . Title of the invention

Variable resistance switch

2. Utility Model Registration Claims

A variable resistance switch comprising two pairs of electrodes provided at the bottom

ofa case, a flat plate ofpressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber provided on one of said

pairs ofelectrodes within said case, an elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by

said case at one end and by the end ofone of the other pair of electrodes at the other end so

that it is not in contact with the top surface of said pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber and ofwhich the generation line direction passing through the center of<:urvature is

changed orthogonally in response to pressure, and a push button having a bottom end

abutting or residing near said curved plate and a top end exposed firom said case.

3. Detailed explanation of the invention

[Scope of the invention]

The present invention relates to a variable resistance switch ofwhich the on/off

switching can be easily recognized through the feeling ofpressure on a fingertip and the

resistance between two terminals can be changed depending on how much the push button

of the switch is pressed.
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[Prior art technology]

Prior art pressure'sensitive elements, particularly variable resistance switches using

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber comprise a pair ofelectrodes at the bottom ofa

switch case and a pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber on top of it wherein the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber is pressured at the top surface through a push

button to change the resistance of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber.

In such a variable resistance switch, when the push button is pressed while the switch

is off, there is no switchover point (click action) to indicate when it is turned on in the

course ofoperation to activate the variable resistance function firom the off-state* The

operator ofthe push button often experiences difficulty in using such a switch.

[Purpose of the invention]

The purpose of the present invention is to resolve the above problems with the prior art

variable resistance switch and to provide an excellent variable resistance switch in which a

switchover point (click point) is provided in the middle ofthe stroke ofthe push button so

that the operator clearly recognizes switching from the off-state to the on-state in the

course ofthe pressing operation,
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and the resistance between two terminals is changed when the push button is further

pressed.

[Structure of the invention]

In order to achieve the above purpose, the variable resistance switch ofthe present

invention is characterized by comprising two pairs of electrodes provided at the bottom ofa

case, a flat plate ofpressure'sensitive electro^conductive rubber provided on one ofthe

pairs of electrodes within the case, an elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by

the case at one end and by the end ofone of the other pair of electrodes at the other end so

that it is not in contact with the top surface of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber and ofwhich the generation line direction passing through the center ofcurvature is

orthogonally changed in response to pressure, and a push button having a bottom end

abutting or residing near the curved plate and a top end exposed from the case.

[Embodiments]

Embodiments of the present invention are described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

(3)
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Figs. 1 to 4 are a plane cross-sectional view, a bottom view, and cross-sectional views in

directions orthogonal to each other, respectively, showing the structure ofa variable

resistance switch 10 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

The variable resistance switch 10 of this embodiment comprises a lower switch case 2B,

an upper switch case 2A covering it, and a push button 1 exposed above the upper switch

case 2A. Two pairs of electrodes 4A, 4B, 5A, and 5B are provided at the bottom of the

lower switch case 2B at specific distances. The ends of the electrodes A, 4B, 6A, and SB

protrude from the bottom of the lower switch case 2B as terminals 4C, 4D, 5C, and SD.

Among these electrodes, on a pair of electrodes 5A, 5B provided is a flat plate of

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 having a uniform thickness to link the

electrodes 5A and 5B together. A bridge electrode 7 is provided on the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 to cover it. The bridge electrode 7 consists of an

electro-conductive layer 7A and an insulating layer 7B. The electro-conductive layer 7A is

on the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 side. The pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 is not electro-conductive unless it is pressured.

(4)
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It has a variable resistance depending on the pressure. Therefore, the electrodes 5A and

6B are insulated firom each other under no load.

An elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is provided above the bridge electrode 7.

The elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is supported by a step 2C within the case at

one end and by one of the pair of electrodes 4A, 4B, for example, the electrode 4A, at the

other end so that it is not in contact with the bridge electrode 7. As shown in Fig.6, with

the longitudinal ends being curved upward, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3

has a concave surface facing upward, supported by the step 2C formed on a sidewall ofthe

lower switch case 2B at one end of the generating line 8 passing through the center of

curvature resting thereon and by the electrode 4A at the other end. The electrode 4B,

which is closer to the step 2C and pairs with the electrode 4A, is at a lower level than step

2C. Furthermore, the top surface of the bridge electrode 7 is at a lower level than

electrode 4B. Therefore, the elastic electroxonductive curved plate 3 is not in contact

with the electrode 4B and bridge electrode 7.

(5)
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The elastic electio*coxiductive curved plate 3 is, for example, made ofa phosphor bronze

ofapproximately 80 \i having spring-like properties. When pressed at the center of the

generating line 8 on the concave surface side with a force indicated by an arrow F, the

concave surface is elastically deformed and changes its orientation in the dick action. The

generating line 8 changes its orientation orthogonally to a generating Une 9 shown in Fig.6.

The distance between the electrode 4B and the step 2C of the lower switch case 2B is

adjusted so that, in the above process, the bottom surface 3Aofthe elastic

electro-conductive curved plate 3 makes contact with the electrode 4B. Further pressed,

the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is Curved downward and makes contact with

and pushes down the bridge electrode 7.

In this embodiment, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 has the longitudinal

ends curved upward. However, the longitudinal ends curved downward yield the same •

click action.

A push button 1 is provided above the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 with the

bottom end abutting or residing near it.

(6)
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The push button 1 has a body IB that is vertically slidably inserted in a ihrough-hole 2D

formed in the upper switch case 2A and a head lA having an extended top and exposed

above the through-hole 2D.

For operating the variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention having the

above structure, the push button 1 is pressed down so that its bottom end presses the

elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 downward. With this pressing, the elastic

electro-conductive curved plate 3 changes its state firom the one in which the longitudinal

ends are curved upward to the other in which the transverse ends are curved upward via a

flat state. This is a dick action. When the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3

undergoes the click action described above, it makes contact with the electrode 4B below it

and establishes a conductive path between the terminals 4C and 4D, as shown in Fig.7. In

this state, the variable resistance switch 10 ofthe present invention is at the switch-on

point.

With the push button 1 being further pressed, the elastic electro-conductive curved

plate 3 is curved downward as shown in Fig.8. Then, the bridge electrode 7 is pressed by

the push button 1 via the elastic electro conductivje curved plate 3 and, subsequently, the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 below the bridge electrode 7 is pressed.

(7)
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Then, the resistance through the thickness of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 is reduced, which allows the electric current to easily flow. In this state, the

variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention is at the variable resistance

operation start point where the electric current flows from one terminal 5C to the

electro-conductive layer 7A of the bridge electrode 7 via the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 and further to the other terminal 5D via the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6.

\^^th the push button 1 being further pressed, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 is compressed and has reduced resistance, gradually reducing the resistance

between the terminals 5C and 5D. On the other hand, with the pressure on the push

button 1 being released, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 tends to return

.to its original state due to elasticity and the resistance is increased.

When the pressing is discontinued, first, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 returns to its no-load state due to elasticity; then, the resistance through the

thickness reaches an infinite value, nujUifying the conductivity between the terminals 5C

and 5D. Then, the restoration of the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 pushes up

the push button 1 and the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 returns to its no-load

state so that it is no longer in contact with the electrode 4B, nullifying the conductivity

between the terminals 4C and 4D.

(8)
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The variable resistance switch 10 ofthe present invention operates as described above.

The operator pressing the push button 1 can easily recognize the establishment of

conductivity (ON) through the feeling of pressure between the terminals 4C and 4D of the

switch as a result of the change in shape ofthe elastic electro-conductive curved pate 3.

By further pressing the push button, he/she can control the change in resistance between

the terminals 5C and 5D. Furthermore, two separate pairs of terminals, used for different

purposes, are provided for the on/offoperation and for the resistance change. .

When the electric current through the on/o£fterminals 4C and 4D and the electric

current through the variable resistance terminals 5C and 5D are not separated, either the

bridge electrode 7 or the variable resistance terminals 5C, 5D are uxmecessary.

(9)
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As described above, by adding a switch function to a variable resistor, a single switch

can be used, for example, to disconnect the.power to an amplifier for a variable resistor

when it is not in use or to first turn on a switch to short-circuit a regulator circuit and then

change the resistance in controlling the motor speed when the regulator circuit should be

short-circuited. The variable resistance switch ofthe present invention has extensive

applications.

[Effects ofthe invention]

As described above, the variable resistance Switch ofthe present.invention comprises

two pairs ofelectrodes provided at the bottom of a case, a flat plate ofpressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber provided on one of the pairs ofelectrodes within the case, an

elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by the case at one end and by the end of

one ofthe other pair of electrodes at the other end so that it is not in contact with the top

surface ofthe pressure-sensitive electro conductive rubber and ofwhich the generation line

direction passing through the center of curvature is changed orthogonaUy in response to

pressure, and a push button having a bottom end abutting or residing near the curved plate

and a top end exposed from the case.

(10)
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TTie operator can clearly recognize switching firom the off-state to the on-state in the course
of the pressing operation. With the push button being further pressed, the resistance
between the two terminals is changed. In this way. the present invention has the efficacy
that the on-offswitching function and the variable resistance function are realized in a
single switch and advantageously has extensive application.

4. Briefexplanation ofthe drawings

Figs. 1 to 4 show the structure ofan embodiment ofthe variable resistance switch ofthe
present invention: Fig.l is a plane cross-sectional view; Fig^ a bottom view;Kg 3 a
vertical cross-sectional view; and Fig.4. a vertical cross-sectional view at the line IV-IV in
Fig.3. Fig.5 is a perspective view ofthe elastic electro-conductive curved plate used in the
variable resistance switch of the present invention. Fig.6 is a perspective view ofthe
elastic electro-conductive curved plate when it is deformed by pressing. Fig.? is a vertical
cross-sectional view of the variable resistance switch of the present invention when it is
gently pressed. Fig.8 is a vertical cross-sectional view ofthe variable resistance switch of
the present invention when it is further pressed. Fig.9 is a vertical cross-sectional view
showing the structure of another embodiment of the variable resistance switch of the
present invention.
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1 ..• push button, 2A ... upper switch case, 2B ... lower switch case, 2C ... step, 3 ...

elastic electro-conductive curved plate, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B ... electrode, 4C, 4D, 5C, 5D ...

terminal, 6 ... pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber, 7 bridge electrode, 7A ...

electro-conductive layer. 7B ... insulating layer, 8, 9 ... generating line, 10 ... variable

resistance switch ofthe present invention.

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney

Masateru Noguchi, Patent Attorney

Kazuhiko Saishita, PatentAtoomey
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Fig.l Fig.2

FiB.3 Fig.4

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, PatentAttorney and two others

61-103836
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Fig.5

Fig.6

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, PatentAttorney and two others
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Fig.7 Fig.8

Fig.9

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, PatentAttorney and two others
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